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Abstract

The necessary resonator employed in pulse electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) rings after the 

excitation pulse and creates a finite detector dead-time that ultimately prevents the detection of 

signal from fast relaxing spin systems, hindering the application of pulse EPR to room temperature 

measurements of interesting chemical or biological systems. We employ a recently available high 

bandwidth arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) to produce a cancellation pulse that precisely 

destructively interferes with the resonant cavity ring-down. We find that we can faithfully detect 

EPR signal at all times immediately after, as well as during, the excitation pulse. This is a proof of 

concept study showcasing the capability of AWG pulses to precisely cancel out the resonator ring-

down, and allow for the detection of EPR signal during the pulse itself, as well as the dead-time of 

the resonator. However, the applicability of this approach to conventional EPR experiments is not 

immediate, as it hinges on either (1) the availability of low-noise microwave sources and 

amplifiers to produce the necessary power for pulse EPR experiment or (2) the availability of very 

high conversion factor micro coil resonators that allow for pulse EPR experiments at modest 

microwave power.
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Introduction

In recent years pulse electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) has seen many advances in its 

ability to study paramagnetic or spin labeled chemical and biological systems of interest due 

to substantial improvements in instrumentation and measurement methods[1–7] and the 

necessary theory for quantitative interpretation of data[8–11]. However in the most common 

applications of pulse EPR at 10 – 35 GHz frequency, the necessary high power microwave 

pulse, required to excite the magnetic resonance of the electron spin system, induces a ring-

down during which the pulse energy dissipates from the resonant microwave cavity. The 

cavity ring-down causes a finite detector dead time after the microwave pulse that can last 

up to 20 ns at cavity quality factors common for pulsed EPR measurements, preventing the 

detection of EPR signals that rapidly decay during this time. This not only limits the 

prospects for Fourier transform pulse EPR but, more immediately, prevents the detection of 

fast decaying signals of interest, such as the T2 of spin labeled proteins in solution state used 

for evaluating protein dynamics[3,12]. Many have explored ideas to suppress the resonator 

ringing in magnetic resonance studies; by means of damped circuit designs[13–15], use of 

orthogonal excitation and detection coils[16–19], by induction mode detection[20], or by use 

of a suppression pulse to de-charge the resonant circuit from the excitation pulse[21,22]. 

One of the most common solutions to ring-down at X-band frequencies is to decrease the 

effective Q-factor of the microwave resonant cavity (eg., by over-coupling) to minimize the 

ring-down, to as little as 10–200 ns in the best case scenario[23,24], however reduction of 

the Q-factor also significantly decreases the B1 conversion factor so one must use very high 

rf pulse power (~1 kW) to generate sufficient B1 field strength and compensate for the loss. 
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Even so, a dead-time of 10-200 ns is too long to fully capture the timescales and signatures 

of rapidly decaying signal of many electron spin systems of interest.

Expanding on previous ideas[25,26] we completely remove the resonator ring-down and 

detect signal at all times during or after a pulse by means of a previously unavailable high 

bandwidth Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) that synthesizes a separate “cancellation 

pulse”. We capitalize on the fact that the resonator ring-down depends only on the electronic 

properties of the resonator. Therefore, once the ring-down is accurately measured for given 

experimental conditions, a modern AWG can faithfully produce a cancellation pulse to 

precisely and destructively interfere with this ring down, thus unveiling the initially buried 

EPR signal. We refer to this procedure as “active cancellation” of the resonator ring-down.

Experimental

The accurate cancellation of the resonator ring-down immediately following, and even 

during the microwave excitation pulse, is enabled by a home-built pulse EPR instrument that 

features AWG capabilities at 1 GHz bandwidth and 14-bit dynamic range[27], similar to 

recent developments by others[1,21,28–31]. To realize the full capabilities of the field 

programmable gate array (FPGA) core of the AWG, originally produced by Bialczak and 

Martinis et al.[32], we developed a pulse EPR instrument that is entirely coordinated and 

synchronized by the FPGA[27]. The benefit of centralizing the complete EPR instrument on 

the FPGA core is the overwhelming simplification of the instrument operation[31,33], a 

fully phase-locked instrument, and the capability for precise calibration of microwave 

amplitude, phase, and timing, included as an intrinsic feature of the spectrometer. In fact 

achieving precise destructive interference of the complex resonator ring-down at the detector 

is only possible with a phase-locked AWG, microwave source, and detection oscilloscope.

To calculate a cancellation pulse we determine the shape and phase of the excitation pulse's 

ring-down with the magnetic field set off resonance to prevent the unwanted detection of 

induced electron spin signal. Precise destructive interference at the signal detector will occur 

if the shape and phase of the cancellation pulse are achieved at the signal detector. We 

account for the distortions that occur to the cancellation pulse en-route to the signal detector 

by applying a transfer-function—this allows us to calculate the necessary pulse shape to be 

synthesized to achieve the desired cancellation pulse shape at the signal detector, with more 

precise details given in the SI (Fig SI-1).

In order to detect true EPR signal at any time during or after the excitation pulse, the AWG-

generated cancellation pulse must reach the detector without perturbing the spin system 

dynamics during the time in which we record signal. We avoid the need for two separate 

pulse sources – one for the excitation pulse, and one for the cancellation pulse that 

destructively interferes with the resonator ring-down – by implementing a waveguide 

assembly (Fig 1-A) that splits a given microwave pulse in two, sending one half of the 

microwave pulse directly to the detector (Fig 1-B “shortcut pathway”) and the other half of 

the pulse through a delay line leading to the microwave resonator and finally to the detector 

(Fig 1-B “resonator pathway”). Ultimately both waveforms show up at the detector; the 

leading of the two waveforms coming from the shortcut pathway and the trailing coming 
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from the resonator pathway, (Fig 1-B “waveform at detector”). Here the leading edge of the 

waveform from the resonator pathway is delayed relative to the waveform from the shortcut 

pathway by approximately 35 ns, due to the length of the delay line (roughly 1.1 m) inserted 

before the microwave resonator. This 35 ns delay between the waveforms, shown in Fig 1-B 

and 1-C as vertical red dashed lines, from the two separate pathways “buys” a 35 ns window 

of time to cancel the excitation pulse's ring down and detect signal, after which time the 

cancellation pulse enters the resonator and perturbs the spin response to the excitation pulse. 

We place a 35 ns long cancellation pulse behind the excitation pulse after a set delay (Fig 1-

C “synthesized waveform”). The cancellation pulse is designed to destructively interfere 

with the specific portion of the resonator ring-down that overlaps with the cancellation pulse 

at the signal detector. We calculate the cancellation pulse by detecting the resonator ring-

down, picking a section of the ring-down to cancel (Fig 1-B “waveform at detector” blue 

dashed line), and taking the negative of that section of the ring-down to form the 

cancellation pulse (Fig 1-C “synthesized waveform” circled in red). Upon synthesizing the 

waveform in Fig 1-C, the cancellation pulse follows the excitation pulse, and passes through 

both the resonator and shortcut pathways (the cancellation pulse is circled in red in both 

pathways in Fig 1-C). The timing and sequence of the waveforms are designed such that 

after passing through both the resonator and shortcut pathways, the cancellation pulse from 

the shortcut pathway precisely overlaps with and destructively interferes with the select 

section of the resonator ring-down at the detector, resulting in the “cancellation window” 

highlighted by the vertical red dashed lines in Fig 1-C “waveform at detector”. The 

cumulative effect of the cancellation pulse from each pathway is shown in the respective 

colors in Fig 1-C “waveform at detector”. Once the cancellation window is achieved, it is 

possible to detect electron spin resonance signal from the interaction between the excitation 

pulse and the spins of the sample alone within the cancellation window. After the 35 ns long 

cancellation window, defined by the length of the delay line, the cancellation pulse enters 

the resonator and perturbs the spin response from the excitation pulse (Fig 1-C “resonator 

pathway” highlighted in the red circle). We discard the last 5 ns of the signal detected inside 

of the cancellation window to prevent any erroneous signal due to the cancellation pulse.

The current implementation of the delay line and cancellation window is strictly to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of active cancellation of EPR resonator ring down with AWG 

capabilities using currently available hardware at hand. In reality, the 35 ns long cancellation 

window, in which we detect signal, presents a severe limitation to the method as this 

dramatically extends the experiment to prohibitively long times. One work-around is to 

increase the length of the delay line, thus increasing the length of the cancellation window. 

However a simpler solution includes a separate AWG source aimed directly at the signal 

detector. In this scheme the cancellation pulse only travels to the signal detector, and not the 

spin-system, allowing one to design the cancellation pulse to destructively interfere with the 

entirety of the ring-down, such that the entirety of signal could be captured in on shot. Thus, 

once the high fidelity of AWG pulses for active cancelation can be demonstrated and the 

merit of the general approach found, alternative and more sustainable hardware solutions 

will be developed.

Due to the relatively high power of the excitation pulse's resonator reflection, up to 10 W, 

we implement a two-stage optimization procedure to initially calculate a cancellation pulse 
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and further optimize the cancellation pulse such that the EPR signal is uncovered and 

detectable within the cancellation window. In the first stage we attenuate the excitation 

pulse's high-power ring down to approximately 1 mW and detect the attenuated excitation 

pulse resonator reflection on a sampling oscilloscope (Tektronix 11801C) (Fig 2-B). We 

select a 35 ns long portion of the ring-down to cancel and take the cancellation pulse as the 

negative of this portion of the ring-down (Fig 2-C). We apply the transfer-function to the 

cancellation pulse in order to preemptively account for the systematic distortions that occur 

to the cancellation pulse in the shortcut pathway en route to the detector. We place the 

transfer-function corrected cancellation pulse in the original digital excitation waveform 

(Fig 2-D) and synthesize the new waveform. Timing is crucial, so that the cancellation pulse 

is placed at a precisely tuned time after the excitation pulse in series, such that when the 

cancellation pulse exits the shortcut pathway it is properly aligned with the (delayed) portion 

of the excitation pulse's resonator ring down that the cancellation pulse was designed to 

destroy. The fidelity of the cancellation pulse is evaluated by capturing the residual 

microwave waveform remaining inside of the cancellation window (Fig 2-E). If the power 

of the residual microwave waveform inside of the cancellation window is above a 2.5 μW 

threshold (saturation limit of the signal detector) we improve the cancellation pulse shape 

using the residual waveform in (Fig 2-E) to calculate a new cancellation pulse. We then 

apply the transfer-function to the new cancellation pulse and add the transfer-function 

corrected cancellation pulse to the previous cancellation pulse. We iterate this process of 

additively improving the cancellation pulse until the residual microwave waveform inside of 

the cancellation window is below 2.5 μW (usually 2-3 iterations). At this point, we proceed 

to the second stage where we detect the residual microwave waveform inside of the 

cancellation window with the heterodyne detection train of the spectrometer configured to 

detect the low power EPR signal on a storage oscilloscope (Agilent MSO7104B). By 

detecting the un-attenuated residual microwave waveform in the cancellation window, we 

are able to increase the dynamic range for the amplitude resolution, and with such 

refinement are able to further reduce the residual microwave waveform to ~ 10 nW (the 

noise floor of the solid-state amplifier) after employing the same additive cancellation 

scheme described in stage 1. After these refinement steps, we are able to linearly detect the 

EPR signal within the cancellation window after background subtraction.

The model system of choice to demonstrate the active cancellation scheme is BDPA (α,γ-

Bisdiphenylene-β-phenylallyl) embedded in a polystyrene matrix (45 mmol BDPA/kg PS 

referred to as BDPA / PS) that presents relaxation times of T2 ~ 300 ns and T1 ~ 5 μs[27,34]. 

To demonstrate the fidelity of the active cancellation method, a near-critically-coupled (Q ~ 

900) Bruker MD5 probe head was used to cause a long detector dead-time of 500-600 ns 

and a B1 field of approximately 6 MHz at 10 W of pulse power. A 20 W solid-state amplifier 

array was employed (4 Advanced Microwave PA2803-24 amplifiers arranged in 

parallel[35]). Due to the power splitting resulting from the delay line assembly, 10 W pulses 

are achieved in both the shortcut pathway and the delay line / resonator pathway.

Results and Discussion

The two-stage optimization procedure reduces the excitation pulse's cavity reflection from at 

most 10 W to < 10 nW (noise level of the 20 W pulse amplifier), which amounts to ~ 90 dB 
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attenuation in total. In an effort to demonstrate that the active cancellation method can be 

employed as a practical scheme to recover unperturbed EPR signal in the presence of high 

power microwaves, we detect the Rabi oscillation of the spin system at room temperature 

during a 400 ns long hard pulse that generates excitation as well as four subsequent 

inversions of the spin system (Fig 3-A).

To detect signal during the pulse itself using the active cancellation method (signal persists 

for ~ 500 ns), it is necessary to compile the signal detected in individual cancellation 

windows (35 ns long) which overlap in time on the trailing edge by 5 ns and span the entire 

500 ns time range to capture the signal. Recall the need to detect signal in the 35 ns long 

cancellation window to ensure the signal detected is due to the influence of the excitation 

pulse alone, and not by the tandem cancellation pulse interacting with the spins. The EPR 

signal is detected in each cancellation window by off-resonance background subtraction. By 

stitching the signal detected from each cancellation window together, we were able to 

recover the Rabi oscillation of the spins during, as well as after the 400 ns long excitation 

pulse of the BDPA/PS sample (Fig 3). We observe that the Rabi oscillation precesses about 

the axis of excitation with a B1 field strength of approximately 5 MHz (with 90°, 180°, and 

270° times of 50, 95, and 140 ns respectively).

For comparison, the Rabi oscillation of the spin system was also measured via Hahn echoes 

positioned after the decay of the ring-down, where the integrated amplitude of each echo is 

recorded as a function of increasing length of both the 90° and the 180° pulses (Fig 3). We 

observe 90°, 180°, and 270° times of 45, 85, and 125 ns respectively, yielding a B1 field 

strength of approximately 6 MHz. When comparing the two methods of measuring the Rabi 

oscillations, an initial lag period in the nutation frequency is observed in the active 

cancellation-detected Rabi oscillation, noted in the slightly longer 90° and 180° times. This 

difference is due to the finite build up time for the excitation pulse’s B1 field to reach full 

amplitude. By comparing the spacing of the 180° and 270° times to the 90° time during the 

pulse in the active cancellation method, we see this build up time to be ~15 ns. Once the B1 

field of the pulse inside of the cavity has built up to maximum strength, the spins then nutate 

at the expected frequency of 6 MHz for the given cavity conditions and pulse power.

The key motivation for uncovering the hidden signal under the cavity ring-down, 10 - 200 ns 

long (depending on the size and dielectric constant of the sample and given resonator 

conditions) under typical pulsed EPR operations, is to access spin systems with prohibitively 

short relaxation times. While the measurement of fast decaying T2 spin systems is not 

currently possible with our low power implementation we seek to demonstrate that our 

active cancellation strategy can faithfully uncover signal hidden in the ring-down. We 

perform T2 measurements of our model BDPA/PS spin system at room temperature with a 

previously determined T2 of 315 ns [27] and with the cavity Q set purposefully to 800, i.e. 

impractically high for pulsed EPR experiments, to demonstrate the ability of the active 

cancellation method to recover echoes that are entirely buried in the resonator ring-down 

with high fidelity. The echo, for a given pulse spacing τ, is recovered in a manner similar to 

which the Rabi oscillation signal was recovered, that is, the entire echo signal (400 ns long) 

is recorded piecewise in a series of 35 ns long windows (constrained by the length of the 

cancellation window) that span the ~ 400 ns long time domain echo signal. Representative 
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echo traces are shown in the inset of Fig 4. To eliminate any deleterious effects from the 

FID after the 180° pulse, we implement a two-step, 90x-τ-180x and 90x-τ-180−x, phase 

cycling scheme, where the inverted phase of the 180 pulse causes the subtraction of the FID 

when adding the echo signals. The integrated amplitude of each phase-cycle corrected echo 

is recorded as a function of the inter-pulse spacing τ to generate the T2 decay curve shown in 

Fig 4. We observe; echoes that begin to refocus during the end of the 180° pulse (Fig 4-A), 

echoes during the ring-down (Fig 4-B), and echoes detected after the ring-down has decayed 

below the saturation limit of the signal detector (Fig 4-C). The time-domain decay of the 

echoes from sections B and C of Fig 4 fit to a mono exponential decay with a time constant 

of 314 ± 6 ns, which agrees with the previously determined T2 of 315 ns for this sample 

[27]. The distorted echo signal at an inter-pulse spacing of less than 200 ns (Fig 4-A) is 

likely due to the interference with residual pulse power inside of the resonator, as discussed 

in the SI.

Conclusion and Outlook

In summary, we find that by actively cancelling the resonator ring-down we can measure 

unperturbed signal from the EPR spin system at any time during a given pulse sequence, 

including within the pulse duration and during the pulse ring-down. At the current stage of 

hardware development, the active cancellation technique is successful with a solid-state 

amplifier at relatively low power (10-20 W) compared to a TWTA that offers high powers in 

the 1 kW range as employed for traditional pulse EPR applications. However, with recent 

advances in resonator design, in particular micro coil resonators with very high conversion 

factors, it is feasible to carry out many conventional pulse EPR experiments with high 

fidelity even with low microwave power (W to mW) [23,36–39]. One could thus imagine 

employing the AC method in conjunction with a micro coil setup in practical pulse EPR 

settings. Obviously, the utility of the active cancellation method would be more immediate 

and far greater if traditional TWTAs yielding kW powers can be employed, or if solid-state 

amplifiers with >100 W output became broadly available.

We see two obstacles to overcome in employing the active cancellation method with the 

TWTA: (1) the physical limitation of the gated noise from the TWTA saturating the 

detection electronics and preventing signal detection, which imposes an intrinsic limitation 

on the microwave power one can apply to the method, and (2) the cancellation waveform 

fidelity operating in the non-linear output regime of the TWTA. For the active cancellation 

method to succeed, it is necessary to detect signal while the amplifier is on. Thus, the 

limitation on the maximum power that can be applied is not from the peak pulse power, but 

from the noise that originates from the high power amplifier. The TWTA employed for this 

study (Applied Systems Engineering M/N 117) has a gated noise of approximately 1 mW 

that saturates the detection electronics, such that the detection of signal is not possible 

during the gated output of the TWTA. It is worth noting that the noise output of the solid-

state amplifier (approximately 10 nW) pushes the detection electronics to near the saturation 

regime. However, with sufficient averaging the detector behaves linearly and we are able to 

detect signal. For the detector employed in the study a noise power of approximately 100 

nW completely overwhelms the detection electronics and prevents detection of signal. Thus, 

with the current detection electronics and hardware, the use of the TWTA for the active 
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cancellation method is not feasible. This limitation may be overcome with new high power 

low noise solid-state amplifiers and low noise microwave sources, or a detector 

configuration that allows for a higher saturation point, which may be obtained by placing an 

attenuator in front of the microwave limiter.

The other issue is to overcome the non-linear nature of the TWTA, such that one could 

accurately control the shape and phase of the output waveform. The high power non-linear 

distortion of the TWTA on the shape and phase of an output waveform is reproducible. 

Therefore, in scenario lacking a physical model describing the transformation, one can 

calibrate for this via a lookup table or other empirical scheme, thus reliably controlling the 

output shape and phase of a given waveform.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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• We apply a high bandwidth AWG to completely remove the resonator ring 

down.

• We demonstrate the detection of EPR signal at any time during or after an 

excitation pulse.

• We demonstrate the complete recovery of a Hahn echo decay occurring during 

the ring down
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Figure 1. 
The schematic of the delay line assembly is shown in A. The effect the delay line assembly 

has on a given excitation pulse is shown in B. A cancellation pulse is calculated from the 

ring-down shown in blue dashed line in B “waveform at detector”. The cancellation pulse, 

the negative of the blue dashed trace in B “waveform at detector”, is shown in the red circle 

behind the excitation pulse in C “synthesize waveform”. The cancellation pulse is shown 

circled in red in both the resonator and shortcut pathways of C. The cumulative effect of the 

cancellation pulse is shown in C “waveform at detector” where the respective colors 

correspond to the effect of the cancellation pulse from each individual pathway. The 

cancellation window is generated from the cancellation pulse, from the shortcut pathway, 

meeting with and destructively interfering with the ring-down, from the resonator pathway. 

Electron spin signal from the action of the excitation pulse alone is detectable inside of the 

35 ns long cancellation window.
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Figure 2. 
The optimization scheme for producing and optimizing a given cancellation pulse. An initial 

digital excitation pulse (A) is synthesized, amplified, sent through the waveguide assembly, 

attenuated, and measured on a sampling oscilloscope (B). The transfer function for this 

specific cancellation pulse (shown as negative magnitude in C) is calculated and 

subsequently applied. The transfer function corrected cancellation pulse is spliced into the 

original digital excitation pulse at the correct relative time (D). Waveform (D) is synthesized 

and the residual microwave power remaining in the cancellation window is measured (E). If 

the residual power is above the threshold the cancellation pulse is optimized by restarting 

the scheme with waveform (D) in place of waveform (A) and the corrected cancellation 

pulse is added to the original cancellation pulse in waveform (A) instead of replacing the 

original cancellation pulse. Once the residual microwave power is below the threshold the 

higher sensitivity heterodyne signal detector is used to further optimize the cancellation 

pulse shape following the same scheme. Once the residual microwave power inside of the 

cancellation window is below 10 nW it is possible to observe EPR signal.
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Figure 3. 
The Rabi oscillation of the unpaired electron in the BDPA/PS sample measured with (blue) 

and without active cancellation (green). The inset illustrates the two separate schemes in 

which the Rabi oscillations are detected.
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Figure 4. 
The Hahn echo decay of the unpaired electron of BDPA embedded on a polystyrene matrix 

measured with a resonator Q of 800. The echoes corresponding to the colored circled data 

points are shown in the inset, where the time axis corresponds to the start of signal detection. 

Three regions are noted. In region C the echoes are detected after the ring-down has 

sufficiently decayed to allow for signal detection. In region B the echoes that are recovered 

during the detector dead-time by active cancellation. In region A the echoes are recovered 

by active cancellation but distorted by the 180° pulse.
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